Introduction
A triangle independent set in a graph G is a set of edges containing at most one edge from each triangle of G, while a triangle edge cover in a graph G is a set of edges containing at least one edge from each triangle of G. Equivalently, a triangle edge cover is a set of edges whose deletion from G results in a triangle-free graph. We write α 1 (G) to denote the size of a largest triangle independent set in G and we write τ 1 (G) for the size of a smallest triangle edge cover in G. Erdős, Gallai, and Tuza [3] considered several problems relating the quantities α 1 (G) and τ 1 (G), with the unifying theme that α 1 (G) and τ 1 (G) should not both be "large": informally, if it is easy for an edge set to avoid all triangles, in the sense of α 1 (G) being large, then it should also be easy to destroy all triangles, so that τ 1 (G) should be small. In particular, they posed the following conjecture.
The complete graph K n and the complete bipartite graph K n/2,n/2 both satisfy α 1 (G) + τ 1 (G) = n 2 /4, but a different part of the sum dominates for each graph. Conjecture 1.1 was proved (in a somewhat stronger form) by Norin and Sun [9] , but many interesting problems relating α 1 (G) and τ 1 (G) remain open.
Norin and Sun [9] posed the following problem: Problem 1.2 (Question 8 of [9] ). Determine the largest constant c such that
Erdös, Gallai, and Tuza [3] proved that α 1 (G) + τ 1 (G) ≤ |E(G)| for every graph G, which gives a lower bound of c ≥ 1 in Problem 1.2. As Norin and Sun [9] observed, a conjecture of Tuza mentioned in [2] is equivalent to the claim that we can take c ≥ 5/3 in Problem 1.2. In Section 2, we prove that c = 1 is the correct answer to Problem 1.2, which refutes the conjecture of Tuza.
Erdős, Gallai, and Tuza also posed the following closely related problems. A triangular graph is a graph such that every edge lies in some triangle. Problem 1.3 (Problem 13 of [3] ). Determine the largest constant c for which there exists a triangular graph G such that min(α 1 (G), τ 1 (G)) ≥ c |E(G)|.
Problem 1.4 ([3]
). Determine the largest constant c ′ for which there exists a triangular graph G such that ≈ 0.38) and c
In this section, we settle Problem 1.2 by proving the following theorem.
Our proof uses the following lemma, which is also used in Section 3.
Definition 2.2. Let G be a graph and let k be a positive integer.
Definition 2.3. The join of two graphs G and H, written G ∨ H, is the graph obtained from their disjoint union by adding all possible edges between the vertices of G and the vertices of H.
Lemma 2.4 ([10]).
If G is a triangle-free graph on n vertices, then
The function φ k was studied by Favaron [4] in connection with a problem of Fink and Jacobson [5, 6] concerning k-dependence and k-domination. The notation φ k is borrowed from the survey paper [1] . Observe that when k = 1, the quantity max S⊆V (G) φ 1 (S) is just the independence number of S.
Proof of Theorem 2.1. Our construction is essentially the same construction used by Erdős, Gallai, and Tuza for the lower bound in Theorem 5 of [3] . Let n be a positive integer to be determined, and let H be an n-vertex triangle-free graph whose independence number α(H) is minimum. By a result of Kim [8] , we have α(H) ≤ 9 √ n ln n. (However, weaker and easier bounds on α(H) would also suffice for this proof; we only need α(H) = o(n)).
Let G = K 1 ∨ H. As H is a triangle-independent subgraph of G, we have α 1 (G) ≥ |E(H)| = |E(G)| − n. The k = 1 case of Lemma 2.4 implies that τ 1 (G) = n − α(H) = n − o(n), so we have
Since c > 1, for sufficiently large n we have α 1 (G)+cτ 1 (G) > |E(G)|, as desired.
3.
A Lower Bound on min{α 1 (G), τ 1 (G)} Lemma 3.1. Let ε, θ ∈ (0, 1) be fixed constants, let p(n) = n −θ , and let G ∼ G(n, p). With high probability,
Proof. Fix S ⊆ V (G) with |S| ≥ εn and let the random variable X denote the number of edges in S. We have X ∼ Bin( |S| 2 , p). We may assume that n is large enough that εn 2 ≥ ε 2 n 2 /3. By Chernoff's inequality (as formulated in Corollary 2.3 of [7] ),
For sufficiently large n, we have (
The desired claim therefore follows by applying the union bound. Lemma 3.2. Let d, ε > 0 be fixed constants with ε < 1, let p = n −θ , where 0 < θ < 1, and let G ∼ G(n, p).
Proof. If |S| < εn, then we have
as desired. Thus, it suffices to consider S with |S| ≥ εn. By Lemma 3.1, we may assume that
2 for all S ⊆ V (G) with |S| ≥ εn. Thus, for all such S and for n sufficiently large, we have
, we see that f is maximized at x = k (1−ε)p , attaining a maximum value of k 2 /(2(1 − ε)p). The conclusion follows.
Lemma 3.3. Let ε ∈ (0, 1) a fixed constant and let d be a fixed constant with d ≥ 2ε(1 − ε). Let p(n) = n −3/4 . For sufficiently large n, there exists a triangle-free graph G with no isolated vertices such that:
Proof. Consider a random graph G 0 drawn from G(n, p). Since pn 2 ≫ n, Chernoff's inequality implies that with high probability,
Furthermore, Lemma 3.2 implies that with high probability,
max
Furthermore, as the expected number of triangles in G 0 is at most n 3/4 , Markov's inequality implies that with high probability, G 0 has at most n triangles. Similarly, with high probability G 0 has no isolated vertices.
Thus, for sufficiently large n, there is a graph G 0 with at most n triangles and with no isolated vertices for which Inequalities (1) and (2) both hold. Fix such a graph G 0 , and let X be a smallest set of edges such that G − X is triangle-free. Observe that |X| ≤ n, since G has at most n triangles, and that G 0 − X has no isolated vertices, since if v is an isolated vertex in G 0 − X, then as v is not isolated in G 0 , there is some edge vw ∈ X, and G 0 − (X − vw) is also triangle-free, contradicting the minimality of X.
Let G = G 0 − X. As we have removed at most n edges from G 0 , clearly
Furthermore, for each S ⊆ V (G), the value of φ k (S) has increased by at most n relative to its value in G 0 , so that max
where the last inequality holds provided that n is sufficiently large, as the gap between
is a constant factor of k 2 /p, where k 2 /p ≫ n. Thus, for sufficiently large n, the graph G produced in this manner has the desired properties.
Proof. Let G be a graph satisfying the conclusion of Lemma 3.3 for the given values of d and ε, let n = |V (G)|, and let
Observe that
Since G is triangle-free, Lemma 2.4 yields
Combining this with the upper bound on |E(H)| and simplifying, we have This establishes the desired lower bound on τ 1 (H). For the bound on α 1 (H), observe that G is a triangle-independent subgraph of H, so that
Therefore, using the upper bound on |E(H)|, we have α 1 (H) |E(H)| ≥ 1 − ε (2d + 1) (1 + ε) .
Finally, since G has no isolated vertices, it is easy to see that H is triangular. 
